
Chapter 18:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
EVOLUTION, MEET THE KOBOLD AGAIN
Lu Yuan thought, and the Evolution Cube, which had been spinning around

the gene chain, suddenly flashed with a faint blue light.

The faint blue light shines on the gene chain, and the already stable gene

chain has once again undergone tremendous changes.

The change this time is even more drastic than when it was burned just now.

Lu Yuan's muscles, bones, organs, etc. seemed to be shredded and recast all

over his body.

What followed was severe pain, and Lu Yuan's brain was a little blank because
of the pain.

Evolution begins.

Time passed. I don't know how long it has passed.When Lu Yuan could hardly
bear the pain that penetrated his soul, the blue light slowly dissipated, and the
pain gradually disappeared.

Evolution Cube's original flashing blue light has also faded a lot, and the cube

looks a bit transparent.

It originally stored energy for evolution. There were some in the past, but most

of it is now used.

As for how to recharge, just use spiritual power to recharge.

As the pain gradually dissipated, a powerful force emerged from the depths of

Lu Yuan's body.

The same comfortable feeling as the gene sublimation feeling just now
appeared.
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Evolution is completed.

No biological will appears.

After all, the biological will of this extraordinary gene had been wiped out by

Lu Yuan before.

This is another very good news for Lu Yuan.

To burn genes in the future, you can choose the quality that you can guarantee
the complete burn, and then it will be better to evolve later, there is no danger
at all.

Thinking of this, the corners of his mouth lifted up, showing a slight smile.

Wonderful!

The sense of sublimation lasted for a while, and finally dissipated.
Instinctively, Lu Yuan could know what the extraordinary gene was after

evolution.

The body of black iron.

mainly improves the body's defense ability and strength, but also slightly

improves the body's agility and explosive ability.

Compared with normal-quality petrified skin, the direction of the black iron

body is more comprehensive, and it also improves agility.

Not only that, the increase in all aspects has nearly doubled compared to

before!

This is twice as much as the beetle claws!

It is conceivable that the extraordinary gene of elite quality is much stronger
than ordinary quality.

Even the elite quality is so strong, how terrible is the boss gene, the leader
gene, the lord gene, and even the extraordinary gene after the king?



Lu Yuan looked forward to it after thinking about it.

It is a pity that the energy in the Evolution Cube is difficult to evolve the
current extraordinary genes again.

And even if he wants to evolve, his current physical strength can't evolve, and
he can't stand it.

If he wants to evolve again, he estimates that he has to refine his gene chain to

a certain degree and improve it by a wave to evolve.

But, now he is very strong.

Elite genes, coupled with elite weapons, in a newcomer area like the Grey
Stone Forest, you can almost walk sideways!

Lu Yuan feels that it is no problem for him to single-handedly take on the

black-patterned greystone beetle.

Thinking of the black-patterned greystone beetles, Lu Yuan remembered the

two before.

I don’t know how they are now, do you want to say hello to them?

Lu Yuan thought about it and thought it was okay, so he left the shelter and

went back the same way.

If it was before, Lu Yuan would have to be careful if he wanted to walk on the

top of the Gobi.

But after a huge improvement in strength, the violent wind on the top of the

Gobi seemed like a breeze to Lu Yuan, and he could easily walk or even run on
it.

The windy sand that had originally shaved Lu Yuan's skin was a bit tingling,
but now it was blowing on Lu Yuan's face, like a gentle little hand massaging.

This makes Lu Yuan feel a little complicated.



Although I have become stronger, my skin seems to have become thicker.

Lu Yuan speeded up and ran towards the previous area.

It didn't take long before he returned to the U-shaped Gobi area.

As soon as approached, Lu Yuan felt a lingering warmth.

This is the high temperature left after the previous fire wall went out.

Lu Yuan looked down, then stunned.

Because they were on the ground, the two black graystone beetles were dead

at the moment, the corpses were also processed, and the precious carapace

was taken away.

Obviously met an opponent before.

Originally, he thought that he had dealt with the two black-patterned
graystone beetles, but he didn't expect to be preempted by others.

is probably the genetic warrior who saw the flame being attracted just now.

Lu Yuan breathed a sigh of relief in his heart, feeling a little grateful.

Fortunately, I ran fast before. The genetic warrior is different from the black

graystone beetle, and IQ is higher.

With the IQ of the genetic warrior, there should be a problem in the Gobi. If
Lu Yuan had stayed here before, he might have been discovered.

Since the black-patterned greystone beetle is dead, Luyuan naturally has no

plans to stay longer.

He climbed down the Gobi.When passing by the corpse of the black-patterned
graystone beetle, he took a second look, and then found a way to leave at

random.



Not long after, Lu Yuan encountered two graystone beetles gnawing on the

rock under the stone pillar.

His eyes lit up.

Try to see how strong you are now.

The beetle claw sword in Lu Yuan's hand emerged, and he walked towards the
two graystone beetles.

When just approached the greystone beetle about 20 meters, the two
greystone beetles paused at the same time and turned their heads to look at
the edge of the land.

Then, they screamed and rushed towards Landing Edge.

Lu Yuan looked at the hideous mouthparts, not as nervous as the first time he

encountered the graystone beetle.

When the graystone beetle approached, the long sword in his hand was swung,
and the dark sword light swept across the graystone beetle.

Their sprinting movement stopped abruptly, and their bodies swept past Lu

Yuan and fell behind Lu Yuan, their short legs twitching constantly, losing
their vitality.

die.

Lu Yuan raised the corners of his mouth, showing a pleasant smile.

deserves to be me!

Originally, two graystone beetles could cause him some trouble, but he didn't
expect that he could kill two graystone beetles so easily in such a short time.

Lu Yuan picked up the spirit crystal, took down the gray stone armor, and then
left the place to continue hunting.

……



Two hours later, an area of   Grey Stone Forest.

嗤!

Lu Yuan killed a single graystone beetle with a single sword, sighed slightly,
and stepped forward to pick up the spirit crystal.

Just then, Lu Yuan heard footsteps.

He paused and looked up at the passage where the footsteps came from.

The sound of footsteps kept approaching, and two kobolds wearing black

leather armor and holding long knives walked out.

Two kobolds, one with gray fur and the other with brown fur.

looks familiar.

The two kobolds were also stunned when they saw Lu Yuan.

Both sides looked at each other, and then showed a bright smile at the same

time.

The brown-haired dog head man has a ferocious face and laughs wildly:

"Hahahahahaha! Terran, I didn't expect it! We meet again! This time let's see
how you run!"

Lu Yuan also smiled:

"I was wondering if I could meet you, but I didn't expect it to be lucky."

"You are lucky to meet us? It seems that the genetic weapons you have gained

give you confidence? Your confidence is worthless!"

Grey-haired kobold Yu Guang glanced at the beetle claw sword in Lu Yuan's
hand, sneered, holding the long knife in his hand, and approached Lu Yuan.

The brown kobold also approached with the gray kobold:



"Do you not know that we both have genetic weapons! But thank you for

bringing us extra gains."

Just when the two kobolds were approaching Lu Yuan, someone was passing

by a passage not far away and found this scene.

is the handsome elves group of four.

When they saw Lu Yuan and the two kobolds who were fighting each other,
they were all stunned.

"Huh? Isn't this the little brother who was hunted down by the graystone

beetle before? And his two kobold companions?"

The tall and thin elf was stunned, somewhat puzzled:

"What are they doing? Are they going to fight?"

The handsome elf glanced at it, and then said: "It may be infighting."

The corners of his mouth lifted up, showing a slight smile:

"Don't go there, let's hide, and wait for them to decide the winner."

Hearing what the handsome elf said, the other three understood immediately.

"Listen to the boss!"

"Hey hey... I didn't expect to encounter unexpected gains, not bad."

"It's not easy to deceive newcomers during this period of time. Such
opportunities are rare."

Four people hide behind a stone pillar in the distance, watching Lu Yuan and

the two kobolds.

The two kobolds have already charged towards Lu Yuan.

The brown-haired kobold saw Lu Yuan standing still, and grinned:



"Human, it seems that you know you can't run away, are you planning to let us
kill?! Don't worry, your grandpa will move quickly!"

As he spoke, he had already rushed to Lu Yuan's body, raised his long knife

high, and slashed towards Lu Yuan, very fast.

If it were before, Lu Yuan would naturally have difficulty avoiding such an

attack.

But after burning the extraordinary genes, all aspects have been improved.

naturally also includes dynamic vision.

Lu Yuan raised his hand slightly.

锵!

The long sword of the beetle claws easily blocked the long sword, making a

sound of gold and iron.

And Lu Yuan's hands didn't move.

The brown-haired kobold felt the counter-shock force from his hands, and his

hands were slightly numb. UU reading www.uukanshu.com

His eyes widened, and he looked at Lu Yuan in disbelief:

"Blocked?! How is it possible?!"

"What's impossible?" Lu Yuan smiled slightly.

Another grey-haired kobold who was slightly behind the brown kobold also

shrank his pupils, a little shocked.

Then, he showed a hideous expression.

"Can you block one, can you block two?"



He suddenly exploded in speed, and slashed towards the waist of Landing

Edge with a single knife.

Lu Yuan smiled, his right hand pressed hard, and the brown kobold felt a huge
force coming, and his body unconsciously retreated.

After Lu Yuan shook the brown kobold, he turned his wrist and moved his

sword down.

锵!

the beetle claw sword steadily blocked the gray-haired kobold's attack.

"This speed!"

Seeing Lu Yuan's movements, the gray-haired kobold's hair exploded. Lu
Yuan's strength far exceeded his expectations.

Grey-haired kobolds suddenly retreated in their hearts, they are not

opponents!

At this moment, Lu Yuan's long sword shook again and shook the gray-haired
kobold a step back, and the black sword light ran across the gray-haired
kobold's neck.

Blood spewed out, the light in the gray kobold's eyes slowly dissipated, and
the corpse shook and fell to the ground.

The brown kobold was about to step forward to help, when he saw the grey

kobold fell to the ground, he stopped.

"Big Brother?!"

He stared at Lu Yuan, his eyes were full of shock:

"How is it possible?! You were chased by us just now. In a short time, how can

you become so much stronger?!"



Lu Yuan looked at the brown kobold whose hair had exploded, with a kind

smile on his face, and stepped closer:

"you guess."
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